USS Delphyne 9901.04


Host Nicke_AGM says:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><BEGIN MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><

FCO_Wall says:
::at FC on bridge::

Host CO_Kem says:
:: sitting in CO's chair ::

OPS_Lynam says:
::At OPS station checking systems.::

XO_Grant says:
::In his chair looking over reports, head still sore from New Years party::

CMORevvik says:
::in Sickbay, sitting at computer console::

TAC_Psion says:
::Walks over to Tactical from Science station 1 and studies the console::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: the Delphyne approaches the borders of Federation space

CEOLefler says:
::In Main Enineering, like always::

XO_Grant says:
::Feels tension rise in crew::

CMORevvik says:
::has crew list in hand::

TAC_Psion says:
::Checks phasers and torpedo systems...all nominal::

FCO_Wall says:
CO: approaching border

Host CO_Kem says:
TAC:  sensor scans.

Host CO_Kem says:
FCO:  good.  Slow to 1/2 impulse

TAC_Psion says:
CO:  Not detecting anything unusual.

CEOLefler says:
::Smiles::    ENGINEERS: Red Alert!!! Engineering to battle stations!!!!

OPS_Lynam says:
::Access computer to gain list of outposts and colonies::

XO_Grant says:
OPS: Any inhabited planets with significant intelligence around here?

FCO_Wall says:
CO: aye slowing to 1/2 impulse

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: Sensor pick up a unimposing  cloud

CEOLefler says:
::Runs Warp Core Defensive protocols::

XO_Grant says:
MR.Wall : Please stay clear of that cloud

TAC_Psion says:
CO:  Correction sir: detecting a gaseous cloud.

CEOLefler says:
ENG: Lets get those containment feilds up and sturdy!

FCO_Wall says:
XO: aye ::adjust course to avoid cloud::

Host CO_Kem says:
TAC:  Run a full sensor sweep.  What's our range?

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: it is too large to go around....and being 'unassuming" they head toward it

OPS_Lynam says:
XO:  I show two colonies and one Federation outpost in this sector sir.

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: Sensors detect  nothing ominous aboutit

TAC_Psion says:
CO: Aye sir.

CEOLefler says:
::Supervises battle preparation::

TAC_Psion says:
CO:  Ten minutes sir.

XO_Grant says:
CO: I recommend a probe be sent ahead just in case something is hiding in the cloud

FCO_Wall says:
CO/XO: cloud is to large cant avoid it

Host CO_Kem says:
:: looks at sensors, just looks like vapor signatures ::

CEOLefler says:
::Individual Engineering departments check in one by one::

CMORevvik says:
::hits a button::  *CO* Sir....

Host CO_Kem says:
FCO:  Take us in, 1/4 impulse

Host CO_Kem says:
CMO:  Yes?

TAC_Psion says:
::Checks shields...nominal as well::

XO_Grant says:
CO: I  guess I am paranoid but perhaps yellow alert would be prudent

FCO_Wall says:
CO: aye ::taps buttons for 1/4 impulse, heads us in::

CMORevvik says:
*CO* I would like to schedule you for your anual physical....

Host CO_Kem says:
XO:  Agreed.  TAC:  Yellow alert.

TAC_Psion says:
CO: Aye sir.  Yellow alert acknowledged.

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: The two civilian colonies are behinds, the outpost is on the other side of the cloud.

CEOLefler says:
::All report Red Alert status:: CO: Engineering Drill complete sir. My report will be on your desk later today

Host CO_Kem says:
*CMO*:  :: wanting to show a good example :: After this shift.  But make it fast.

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: the Delphyne enters the cloud..no unusual readings

XO_Grant says:
::Knew that tensions would rise ::

OPS_Lynam says:
(should say behind us)

Host CO_Kem says:
*CEO*:  Excellent work.

XO_Grant says:
::If even from the rigors of physicals::

CMORevvik says:
*CO* yes, sir....

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Routes power to shields and other "yellow" systems.

CEOLefler says:
ENG: Stand down from Drill. Well done team

Host CO_Kem says:
TAC:  Still nothing from the cloud?

TAC_Psion says:
::Looks over computer readouts of shields.::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: the Delphyne continues into the cloud...it is much larger than sensors first indicated

TAC_Psion says:
::Scans cloud from tactical.::

XO_Grant says:
::sees a message from the ships's lounge some off duty personnel are complaining that the synthohall taps are shut off::

CMORevvik says:
::makes note on PADD <<Capt - after shift>>  looks down list for the next person::

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: Should I try to contact the Federation outpost sir?

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: the cloud configeration seems to change

XO_Grant says:
OPS: No comm at this time

Host CO_Kem says:
TAC:  I want you to send a probe out.  See if we can plot this thing.

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: it grows denser as they continue through

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: Aye sir.

TAC_Psion says:
::Intrigued by the change in configuration.::

TAC_Psion says:
CO: Aye.  ::configures probe guidance systems and launches::  Probe away sir.

FCO_Wall says:
CO/XO: 7,000km from cloud boundary and lots and lots still ahead of us

OPS_Lynam says:
:: Begins monitoring shield harmonics and frequencies::

TAC_Psion says:
CO:  Sir.  Cloud density is increasing.

Host CO_Kem says:
FCO:  Any astrogation problems?

OPS_Lynam says:
TAC:  Psion, any idea what this is?

CMORevvik says:
::receives an idea,  begins composing a text message to send to all bridge stations. 'Please contact me with the perferred time for your anuall physical... Revvik.'  hits a button and watches it leave the screen::

TAC_Psion says:
OPS:  None.

XO_Grant says:
MR.Psion: Are you sensing any telepathic data from the cloud? COuld the cloud be the extension of something alive?

OPS_Lynam says:
Self: Terrific

TAC_Psion says:
XO: Attempting to contact any entity.

FCO_Wall says:
CO: no but the cloud seems to keep us well in the middle as we move forward

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: three engineers disapear

Host CO_Kem says:
TAC:  Leave a probe here as a directional beacon :: remembers a story about a lost Klingon who dropped blood on stones to mark his way ::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: Three nurses disapear

XO_Grant says:
TAC: Contact Mr.Revvik if you both try perhaps the odds will increase

TAC_Psion says:
XO:  No contact established.  I recommend transporting a portion of the cloud.

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: I'm receiving reports of missing crewmen from medical and engineering!

TAC_Psion says:
XO:  Detecting several crewmembers missing!

Host CO_Kem says:
FCO:  Hold position!

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: Ltjg Ryan disapears

Host CO_Kem says:
TAC:  Shield status?

FCO_Wall says:
::starts to become very concerned::

CMORevvik says:
::turns abruptly seeing the nurses 'vanish'::

XO_Grant says:
CO: This is serious. I recommend we go to red alert

TAC_Psion says:
CO:  Shields nominal sir.

CEOLefler says:
*CO*: My people are disppearing!v What the Heck is going on?

CMORevvik says:
*XO* 3 nurses are missing...

FCO_Wall says:
CO: aye all stop ::intiates all stop::

Host CO_Kem says:
XO:  Make it so.

OPS_Lynam says:
::Thinks" oh man...."::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACION: Ens. NaVar disapears

TAC_Psion says:
CO: Shields appear to be ineffective against whatever transporter technology being used.

XO_Grant says:
*CEO*: please check the transporter logs.

FCO_Wall says:
::notices Navar disappears::

Host CO_Kem says:
:: notices some of the bridge crew a missing ::

OPS_Lynam says:
:;begins scanning outside the ship for the crew::

TAC_Psion says:
::Scans for any hominid life signatures outside the ship::

Host CO_Kem says:
TAC:  Sensor sweep the close area.  High intensity.  Try to track the next disappearance.

FCO_Wall says:
::looks around entire bridge to see who else is missing::

TAC_Psion says:
CO:  Aye sir.

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: Ens. Traider disapears

TAC_Psion says:
CO:  Recommend re-modulating the shields to prevent further dissappearances.

CEOLefler says:
*SCI* Have we tried scanning for temporal anomalies?

XO_Grant says:
TAC: Red alert if we are not already there

Host CO_Kem says:
TAC:  Make it so!... did we get anything on the disappearances?

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION:  other crew members begin randomly disapearing

TAC_Psion says:
CEO:  No...but I shall.

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: I suggest we have someone scan the area of the dissapearence with tricorders to pick up any anomalies.

Host CO_Kem says:
*CEO*:  Report to the bridge now!  I want you working on this.

XO_Grant says:
OPS: good idea

FCO_Wall says:
::monitors and makes adjustments to FC panel::

TAC_Psion says:
::Revvik...I am telepathically contacting you...it is my hope that if you disappear or I do...we can still maintain contact::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: yang disapears

CEOLefler says:
*CO* Aye sir

CEOLefler says:
::Runs out of Engineer::

TAC_Psion says:
::Re-modulates shields::

TAC_Psion says:
::Scans for temporal anomalies::

XO_Grant says:
SCI: send personnel in teams with Sec and tricorders to areas of disappearance , report all findings

XO_Grant says:
TAC: co-ordinate with SCI

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: XO Madred of the USS Geneva appears on the Bridge

TAC_Psion says:
XO:  Aye sir.

FCO_Wall says:
::sees Revviks message, but thinks nows not a good time ignores it for now::

XO_Madred says:
::glances up from his PADD:: CO: Captain Kemet?

CEOLefler says:
::Arrives at bridg::

CMORevvik says:
::Psion:  yes psion... do you need me on the bridge?  We believe we will have a stronger connection there...::

TAC_Psion says:
::Looks in astonishment::

Host CO_Kem says:
:: looks over :: Jafo:  Jafo?

XO_Grant says:
::is startled to see Jafo on the bridge::

CEOLefler says:
::Activates Engineering console::

XO_Grant says:
Jafo: what are you doing here?

FCO_Wall says:
::sees Jafo:: Jafo!!!

Host CO_Kem says:
:: draws phaser and points being paranoid ::

XO_Madred says:
::looks around:: CO: Sir ........... ?  ::glances from face to face:: CO: this is not the Geneva .........

OPS_Lynam says:
No one: What the....?

XO_Grant says:
Psion: Scan him for data

TAC_Psion says:
::Yes Revvik...I think we shall need you to verify a persons identity: Madred's::

XO_Madred says:
::looks at Kemet and furrows his brow:: CO: Don't be a fool .... put that damn thing down ..... sir.

Host CO_Kem says:
Jafo:  How did you get here?  Where were you? :: lowers phaser but doesn't put it away ::

TAC_Psion says:
XO:  Aye sir.  ::Reads thoughts of Madred.

CMORevvik says:
::madred,  I'm on my way!::

XO_Madred says:
::looks around the bridge for a moment longer:: CO: Well ..... I was in a turbolift on the Geneva .... on my way to my quarters.

XO_Grant says:
Jafo: What is the last thing you remember?

Host CO_Kem says:
*CMO*:  I want a full medical scan of Mr. Madred.

TAC_Psion says:
CO:  Not scanning any temporal anomalies.

CMORevvik says:
::with a quick paced step, Revvik jogs out of sickbay... in to TL::  TL : Bridge...

Host CO_Kem says:
TAC:  Well somethings happening.  I want to know what.

XO_Madred says:
::notes Psion at the Tactical console and raises an eyebrow:: CO: Isn't he ..... ::points at Psion:: ... supposed to be over there ::points at SCI console::

TAC_Psion says:
CO:  Aye sir.

CMORevvik says:
*CO* I am on my way

CEOLefler says:
ENG: This is the Chief Engieer. Beta shift! Report to Main Engieering to compensate for lost crew members! On the double!

CMORevvik says:
::the TL doors open... enter bridge... sees jafo..::

Host CO_Kem says:
Jafo:  Don't ask.

XO_Grant says:
CO: we could activate the blacklight on the bridge and see if anything glows

TAC_Psion says:
CO:  His astonishment is genuine sir.

Host CO_Kem says:
:: keeps from smiling, happy to see Jafo ::

OPS_Lynam says:
XO Madred:  Well we're a little short handed right now sir.

XO_Madred says:
::gets headache and quickly brings his hand up to his head dropping the PADD in his hand::

XO_Madred says:
CO: Aye sir ...... as am I ::grins at Kem'et through clenched teeth::

Host CO_Kem says:
XO:  Sensors should have picked up something if that were the case.

XO_Madred says:
::galnces at OPS:: CO: Well then ..... permission to come aboard, sir.

CMORevvik says:
::pulls out tricorder..  walks up to Jafo:: Jafo: are you alright?

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: Captain K'tarn of the USS Pharoah appears on the bridge

XO_Grant says:
::Is startled again to see Ktarn present::

Ktarn says:
::looks around the bridge::

XO_Madred says:
::nods at Revvik:: CMO: Accept for one heck of a headache .... I seem to be fine.  Good to see you, Rev.

Host CO_Kem says:
Ktarn: Ktarn!!!???

XO_Madred says:
::looks up at the new face:: Ktarn: Captain?

XO_Grant says:
Capt Ktarn : what are you doing here?

Ktarn says:
::in klingon::what the!!!

FCO_Wall says:
::notices and shocked to see Ktarn::

Ktarn says:
Kem'et: what is going on?

OPS_Lynam says:
Self:  The officer's staff is a little top heavy.

CMORevvik says:
::scans him... give him a hypo..:: Jafo: does that help ?

Ktarn says:
::see his old crew mate::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: the bridge crew seems in confusion as crew members begin appearing and disapearing

Ktarn says:
Computer: where am I?

Host CO_Kem says:
XO:  If our old CO Zac shows I'm leaving :: chuckles ::

TAC_Psion says:
CO:  Science stations report strange particulate emissions in every area of the disappearances.

XO_Madred says:
::feels the head ache fade slightly:: CMO: Yes, thank you ........ ::claps Rev on the back::

Host CO_Kem says:
TAC:  Can you localize and counteract the effects?

TAC_Psion says:
::Reaches out to the cloud again::

TAC_Psion says:
CO:  Aye sir, attempting.

CMORevvik says:
::caught off guard by the clap.  regains posture::

Ktarn says:
::just hopes the computer thus not say K'tarn ur not in kanas anymore::

XO_Grant says:
CO: we are getting reports of strange particulate emissions every where the dissapearances and reappearances are occurring

FCO_Wall says:
Jafo: were was the Geneva at the time you left?

CEOLefler says:
XO: Sir, none of the equipment in those areas has dissapeared. What ever this is it is obviously intelligent and knows what it want. Us!

CMORevvik says:
::walks over to scan K'tarn:: Ktarn: Greetings..

TAC_Psion says:
::Singles out the particles and emits inversely phased counterparts.

OPS_Lynam says:
XO:  Shall I contact the Geneva and see if any of us are over there?

XO_Madred says:
::makes a quick decsion and moves up to the railing which looks down on the bridge and leans against it, looking down on the command deck::  Self: Been a long time ..........

Host CO_Kem says:
Ktarn/Jafo:  No offense, but please move to the side of the bridge.

Ktarn says:
::looks at Revvik::

XO_Grant says:
CO: If we exit the cloud maybe we can correct this

Ktarn says:
Kem'et: ever well

XO_Madred says:
CO: Of course sir ...... it is your bridge, after all.  ::smiles recalling who's bridge it really is::

CMORevvik says:
::scans him with tricorder::

Host CO_Kem says:
XO:  but we may lose position on our lost crew.

Ktarn says:
::steps away from the command chair::

XO_Grant says:
OPS: try to hail Starfleet Command'

TAC_Psion says:
CO:  We do not seem to be losing anymore crew.  But I am not sure if it is due to my counter measures.

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: subspace communications are temporarily disabled..no messages can get out 

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: Aye sir.  ::Begins hailing Starfleet Command on subspace.

Host CO_Kem says:
TAC:  Keep checking.  See if we can control the distortions.

Madred says:
::turns and glances at the Engineering console soaking in everything he sees ..... does not recall this bridge being so bright .. his eyes land on Lefler::

Ktarn says:
::see that he is begin to fade away::

XO_Grant says:
CO: what if we try to reverse our course?

CMORevvik says:
::turns to CO:: CO: everything seems to check OK

TAC_Psion says:
CO/XO:  I am getting random electric impulses from the cloud.  It does not seem sentient.  At least not one I can familiarize myself with.  I also report a loss of communications.

FCO_Wall says:
::monitors FC panel trying to figure something out::

XO_Grant says:
TAC: acknowledged

CEOLefler says:
::Looks up at Jafo:: Jafo: Nice to see you again sir.

OPS_Lynam says:
CO:  Communications are down sir.  I'll run a diagnostic but I'm sure it's the cloud.

Madred says:
::smiles at Lefler:: CEO: The pleasure is all mine, Lieutenant .........

Host CO_Kem says:
XO:  We could, ... mark our position here and back us out slowly.  I don't want to lose this position and risk losing the crew.

Ktarn says:
::feels his toes fading as well::

OPS_Lynam says:
XO: We deployed a beacon.  I still have a fix on it.

Host CO_Kem says:
Ktarn./Jafo:  Have you ever encountered anything like this?

Madred says:
::Frowns as he feels something happening and glances down at his feet and notes they are not there anymore::

XO_Grant says:
OPS: transfer the beacon signal to FCO

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Runs diagnostic on commo::

Ktarn says:
clem'et: nope ::see his legs dispear::

TAC_Psion says:
CO:  Sir.  If this is a dimensional wave we could try scanning for its event horizon and attempt a re-entry.

Madred says:
::turns back leaning on the railing:: CO: I think not, sir.

Host CO_Kem says:
TAC:  Lock onto Jafo and Ktarn... see if you can localize what's happening to them.

XO_Grant says:
:: If all else fails , shoot it with phasers::

Madred says:
CO: Whatever it is ...... it is fading fast.  ::watches his lower body begin to become transparent::

TAC_Psion says:
CO Aye.  ::locks onto both::

CMORevvik says:
::turns quickly to see half a Jafo::

FCO_Wall says:
::recieved beacon signal::

Host CO_Kem says:
FCO:  Take us back to that position.

Ktarn says:
::watchs as his slight bloodwine belly dispears::

FCO_Wall says:
CO: aye ::intiates 1/4 impulse::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: beacon signal seems to come in from several different directions

Ktarn says:
::all that left is his head::

XO_Grant says:
::thinks it is fascinating that a person could exist partially in two places and be concious::

TAC_Psion says:
::Scans internal sensors::

Madred says:
::glances at Captain Ktarn and wonders briefly what he was doing on the Pharoah when he dissappeared::

Ktarn says:
;;Dispears::

CEOLefler says:
::Recalls Star Fleet record of similar events.:: SCI: Could this be the Nagilum entity?

FCO_Wall says:
CO/XO: beacon signal is coming from sevral directions all around us?

Madred says:
::Sighs realizing this will only last so long as his lower abdomen dissapears:: CO: ............Captain ............

XO_Grant says:
FCO: Does your station indicate any phase differences between those beacon signals?

Host CO_Kem says:
Jafo:  :: grabs his arm ::

Madred says:
CO: Captain ..... it was good to see you, again.  ::rest of upper body disappears::

Ktarn says:
@::arrives back on the pharaoh::

OPS_Lynam says:
CO:  As I thought, subspace communications are blocked by the cloud.  If we want to send, we'll have to leave.

FCO_Wall says:
XO: ::notices Jafo:: uh no

Madred says:
@::notes a turbolift whirring around him and sighs leaning against a bulkhead on the Geneva::

CEOLefler says:
::Recalls Star Fleet record of similar events.:: XO: Could this be the Nagilum entity?

XO_Grant says:
::thinks , based on time in cloud and speed, that phase of our original beacon should be .... 0.311::

FCO_Wall says:
::thinks that was wierd::

TAC_Psion says:
CO:  Sir. I managed to scan through K'tarn and Madred and received distorted readings that were definitely not of our immediate space-time.

Host CO_Kem says:
:: wondering if Jafo/Ktarn are okay ::

XO_Grant says:
FCO: look for a beacon with phase shift of 0.311 that should be the one to goto

FCO_Wall says:
XO: aye searching now

OPS_Lynam says:
::Sits in chair.::

FCO_Wall says:
::taps over FC panel::

Host CO_Kem says:
XO:  If there is a space time breach, would a warp bubble protect us?


Ktarn says:
@::checks with the Pharaoh computer and finds out he was sent back in time and space by three almost three stardates::

XO_Grant says:
CO: Maybe or do some damage of its own

TAC_Psion says:
XO:  Agreed...it could intensify the anomaly.

Host CO_Kem says:
XO:  Maybe's don't work here.  We need some ideas then.

FCO_Wall says:
XO: found it! coordinates laid in

TAC_Psion says:
XO:  We could always attempt to test you hypothesis sir.

Jafo says:
@::taps his com badge checking in with CTO Reif to make sure the Geneva has its full compliment::

XO_Grant says:
FCO: them move us slowly toward it.

CEOLefler says:
CO: Sir. I think this might all be an illusion. To judg our reactions

FCO_Wall says:
XO: aye

Host CO_Kem says:
CEO:  What's your basis for that?

FCO_Wall says:
::engages thrusters::

TAC_Psion says:
::Scans internal sensors yet again...this time for comm badges::

CEOLefler says:
CO: This reminds me of the Star Fleet file on the Nagilum entity. And what is happening should be impossible

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: the Delphyne begins to move forward

TAC_Psion says:
::Remodulates internal scanners to detect temporal signatures of missing crew::

Host CO_Kem says:
CEO:  Suggestions for proving that then?

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: remodulation picks up scattered signatures

CEOLefler says:
CO: None sir. Just brining up the possibilty.

TAC_Psion says:
CO:  Detecting signatures of missing crew.

XO_Grant says:
TAC: beam up lost crew and send them to MEDBAY

Host CO_Kem says:
CEO:  Work on it.

CEOLefler says:
CO: Aye sir!

Host CO_Kem says:
TAC:  Are you sure?

Host CO_Kem says:
FCO:  Are we back to the original position yet?

TAC_Psion says:
CO:  Aye sir.  They seem to be trapped in another time.

FCO_Wall says:
CO: seem to be getting closer

XO_Grant says:
*CMO*: dazed and confused crew members are headed your way

XO_Grant says:
*CMO*: their care takes precidence over physicals

Host CO_Kem says:
*CMO*:  I think we're going to have to postpone that physical.

CMORevvik says:
::heading toward sickbay::  *XO* aye sir...

Host CO_Kem says:
:: smiles at Grant ::

TAC_Psion says:
CO:  Forgive my statement...it is more a theory than a definite.

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: as they move throgh the cloud npc traidre reapears at his station

Host CO_Kem says:
CEO:  We need all the information we can muster mister.

FCO_Wall says:
::confirming location, monitors FC Panel::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: yang appears in the lounge

TAC_Psion says:
CO:  Traidrer has reappeared sir.

Host CO_Kem says:
FCO:  Hold here.

FCO_Wall says:
CO: aye

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: the CO Disapears

OPS_Lynam says:
CO:  Yang has reappeared sir.

FCO_Wall says:
::intiates all stop::

TAC_Psion says:
::Intrigued::

XO_Grant says:
:: looks up to see Captain is missing:;

Host CO_Kem says:
:: wonders where in the hell he went, draws phaser again ::

TAC_Psion says:
XO:  Scanning for the Captain sir.

XO_Grant says:
TAC: the captain has vanished , search for his signature

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: The CO appears on a bridge all by himself...it looks liek the del........

CMORevvik says:
::enters sickbay and sees the pateints::

XO_Grant says:
FCO: hold position

Host Nicke_AGM says:
ACTION: the CO thinks the crew has disapeared

FCO_Wall says:
XO: holding?

XO_Grant says:
CO: are you alright sir?

TAC_Psion says:
::Remodulates scan looking for more temporal anomalies::

Host CO_Kem says:
@:: looks around the bridge :: Computer:  Locate the XO.

Host Nicke_AGM says:
<><><><><><><><><><><><PAUSE MISSIN<><><><><><><><><><><><><
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